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11. Summary of the new findings of  

Approaching the topic from the theoretical and historical perspectives, the author of the thesis studies 

systematically on the human and progressive values of the Quoc trieu hinh luat. Based on this the author 

suggests the ways for inheriting these values in the building of the state of law in Vietnam today. The 

concrete contributions the thesis are as the followings: 

-The thesis contributes to clarifying the concept of human and progressive values of the Quoc trieu hinh 

luat, particularly the following values:    

+ Respect of human being in the life  

+ Loving and struggling for the people's rights. 

+ Ruling the country based on laws 

+ Bringing the principles of ruling by laws and ruling by ethics into harmony.   
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+ The need of the country for defense capacity  

+ Talented and people of good ethics are roots  of country  

+ The Mandarinate is the causes for the peace of disorders of the country.  

+ For the peoples the rulers must do all good things and avoid any bad things. 

+ Criminal laws must be strict but tolerant as well.  

Those values covers all contents of the Law Code and they are expressed in many fields, such as: 

+ Criminal law  

+ Operational and organizational field of Government  

+ Government structure  

+ Criminal code law  

+ Protect the vulnerable group in the society such as (Child Right Protection, Women Right Protection, 

Right Protection of the old, disable person )  

+ The civil code (The civil and heritate relations, marriage regulation)  

12. Practical applicability, if any:  

The above study can be practically applied  such as  the human values, the strength of the law, 

government management for the current law and state management in the current social and 

government building .  

13. Further research directions, if any:  

Continue to find out the human values and the strength of the law. In addition, the thesis can approach 

the historical values but its limitation is not up to date, non human being, weakness of Quoc trieu hinh 

luat and those will help the law makers can avoid the limitation of law in past. 
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